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+441249661382 - http://www.fortune-chippenham.co.uk

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Fortune Inn.bar And Restaurant from Wiltshire. Currently,
there are 16 dishes and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Fortune Inn.bar And Restaurant:
in a city with limited vegetarian and vegan options, the menu inn impressed with how to dress and bean curd.
duck was delicious. takeout (Covid style) came with free crackers, but we were told that they were definitiw
vegetarian. they were also very well furnished to serve during the covid 19 with impressive protection for

employees and customers. read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in
nice weather, And into the accessible rooms also come customers with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What

The K doesn't like about Fortune Inn.bar And Restaurant:
Typical tasty Chinese food but so expensive will never use again. 40% more expensive than anywhere else in

Chippenham. With the UK working class struggling financially the Fortune Inn shafts you laughing all the way to
Bank read more. The visitors love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can

expect at the Fortune Inn.bar And Restaurant from Wiltshire, with its successful Asian fusion cuisine - the perfect
blend of familiar meets the adventurous world of fusion cuisine, on the daily specials there are also a lot of Asian
meals. Even the versatile, fine Chinese cuisine is very popular among visitors, Furthermore, the guests of the

establishment enjoy the comprehensive variety of the various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment
has available.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Mai� course�
RIBS

�tra�
GINGER

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Barbecu�
SPARE RIBS

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Ho� drink�
TEA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

VEGAN

DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

CHICKEN

BEEF
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